How

Shoe Station

Uses Unified Data
in Retail Pro®
POS to Build
Customer-Centric
Operations

Buying a pair of shoes can be
an overwhelming proposition:
So many styles, materials, and
sizes all seem to blend together!
The ideal customer experience
at a shoe retailer combines great
selection with efficient service
that knows intuitively how to be
as helpful as a shopper prefers.
US-based Shoe Station offers
almost every men’s, women’s,

children’s, and athletic shoe
imaginable in a wide selection
of sizes and widths -- and uses
technology integrated with their
Retail Pro POS platform to help
its associates get each customer
what they want.
Shoe Station is one of the nation’s
largest
independent
shoe
retailers, with 21 large open-shelf
shoe stores in five Southeastern
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states. The retailer was founded
in 1984 and values its role in
the communities it services.
Shoe Station partners with
various organizations including
the United Way of Southwest
Alabama, Distinguished Young
Women, and the University of
South Alabama’s Mitchell College
of Business, because people are
at the center of everything they
do.

Optimizing Operations
with Retail Pro
Randy Lambert, VP of Shoe
Station operations, is a 26year veteran of the retailer,
with experience in every area
of the business, from store
management to POS support
and beyond. His current role
is focused specifically on
streamlining the business,
improving quality and making
processes more efficient – and
he does it with Retail Pro POS.
Since 2003, Shoe Station has
entrusted the efficiency of its

store operations to Retail Pro.
The POS and retail management
software is used at Shoe Station
in many capacities, from running
transactions at the checkout
counters, to receiving inventory,
to processing purchase orders.
Shoe Station works closely with
their Retail Pro Business Partner,
Big Hairy Dog, to tailor the
software solution specifically to
its business needs.
“As we encourage all of our
customers to do, Shoe Station
diligently went to market to
confirm that Retail Pro was the
right program for them and
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Big Hairy Dog the perfect fit in
support,” commented Colt Riley,
VP Operations at Big Hairy Dog.
“Big Hairy Dog’s unique ability
to provide a turnkey solution,
expert training and decades
of integration experience
proved to be the winner as they
implemented an upgrade with
custom tools to optimize their
use of Retail Pro.”
“That’s the great thing about
Retail Pro: It can be customized
to fit our needs rather than
making the business totally
rebuild its processes around a
rigid POS,” said Lambert. “We’ve

customized receipts, reports,
and the user interface with our
branding.”

Empowering Employees
Like many retailers, Shoe Station
offers young people after-school
jobs. While it’s exciting to watch
these employees mature into
retail associates, providing a
solid foundation takes time and
effort, training them to operate
the POS, greet customers, and
answer the phone among other
tasks.
Shoe Station uses Retail Pro
POS to simplify the sales
associates’ job. With the
ongoing optimizations Lambert
makes to Retail Pro and their
store processes, the associates
can concentrate on providing
great customer service, with
fewer errors. Their brain power
is dedicated to engaging
customers and making sales,
rather than having to focus on
the technology.
“It is a pleasure to work with such
a talented team at Shoe Station.
They are both an experienced
Retailer and a brilliant Retail Pro
user!” comments Jeff Kenshol,
Senior Trainer at Big Hairy Dog.

Integrated Data Leads
to Better Customer
Experiences
To meet customer demand and
keep up with fashion trends,
Shoe Station customized reports
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“That’s the great thing about Retail Pro:
It can be customized to fit our needs rather
than making the business totally rebuild its
processes around a rigid POS. ”
Randy Lambert
VP of Operations | Shoe Station

in Retail Pro to track fast-moving
inventory and compare store
performance. And when that
popular (and elusive) size 7
woman’s shoe is not on the
floor? Associates can easily
use the Retail Pro system to
look up inventory’s location in
the backroom and across the
enterprise.
“Each of our stores has both a
common core of inventory items
and an assortment of shoes and

accessories that’s unique to their
location,” said Lambert. “We’ve
got 50,000 pairs of shoes, but
when a customer can’t find the
exact pair they need, our store
associates will use Retail Pro on
mobile POS to order that pair for
them and ship it directly to their
homes through an integration
with ConnectShip. Our customers
get exactly what they need, and
we save the sale.” Shoe Station
also integrated Retail Pro with
their ecommerce site using Retail
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Dimensions, to sync inventory
and shopper data between
physical locations and online
commerce. Kurt Beeken, owner
of Retail Dimensions, comments
about the retailer, “Shoe Station
is an extremely forward thinking
retailer who understands how
to leverage the power of great
retail software Retail Pro, leading
web sales platforms Magento
and Amazon FBA and FBM, a
top notch Retail Pro Business
Partner Big Hairy Dog and a great

integration partner and platform
in Retail Dimensions and RD-Ice.
The Retail Pro POS platform is at
the center of the solution with
Retail Dimensions integration
platform connecting the dots
that allow Shoe Station to
consistently drive ever-growing
profitability online and give their
customers a great experience.”

Tech for CustomerCentered Operations
At Shoe Station, all the
optimizations they make to their

business are ultimately done
with the customer in mind, and
technology tools help them
streamline the experience for
shoppers. Every tool they use
is integrated with the Retail Pro
POS platform for efficient data
exchange that helps them better
serve their customers’ needs.
Karen Page, VP of Sales and
Marketing at Big Hairy Dog
comments, “Big Hairy Dog is
proud to have provided the
support and services as well
as coordination of peripheral
products
from
various
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companies to round out a very
successful POS and inventory
control system installation.”
During busy seasons, special
sales events or for pop-up events,
Shoe Station uses FoundryLogic
mobile POS apps for inventory,
line-busting and as auxiliary
POS devices – all integrated with
Retail Pro – to help them keep
lines short and customers happy.
Loyalty programs, too, are
extremely effective for creating a
culture of customer appreciation,
and customers want to feel that

retailers value their business. To
reward customers, Shoe Station
recently adopted AppCard for
Retail Pro as its loyalty program.
Further extending customer
convenience, Shoe Station is
implementing a buy online
pickup in store (BOPIS) program
in their stores to help shoppers
get what they need in ways that
offer more flexibility for their
busy schedules.
In addition, Shoe Station
is working to pass on the
omnichannel inventory visibility
they have through Retail Pro to
their shoppers, both online and
in stores. The retailer plans to
have inventory visibility enabled
on its customer-facing app, so a
shopper can check the nearby
Shoe Station inventory for that
just-got-to-have-right-now pair
of shoes.
The retailer is also working to set
up a Retail Pro-powered ordering
station just for customers. This
self-serve “endless aisle” aims
to offer satisfaction for the most
self-sufficient customers who
might be looking for an item not
in stock but within Shoe Station’s
50,000-shoe inventory.
Even if they don’t walk out of the
store with those shoes in hand,
they are assured their selections
will be on their doorstep fast –
often the very next day.
At Shoe Station, technology
and streamlined processes are
key to improving the customer
experience, and they do it with
Retail Pro.
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Start optimizing your retail operations
with Retail Pro® today

About Big Hairy Dog

www.bighairydog.com
800-377-7776
info@bighairydog.com

Big Hairy Dog Information Systems is widely recognized as the leading helpdesk for POS software solutions
in the specialty retail industry. For nearly 3 decades Big Hairy Dog Information Systems has provided
precision Inventory Control for thousands of retail operations from larger chain stores and franchisees
to smaller single location mom and pops. Big Hairy Dog is known worldwide for successful customer
implementations that begin with exhaustive planning, expert training, and superior ongoing support.
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